
Dark Green KL004

Airforce Grey KL005 Dark Blue  KL003Provence Green SEN010

Matt White KL010

Dark Red KL002Cream KL001

Antique Grey SEN015

Velour White SEN001

Gloss White WP

Antique Green SEN012

Matt Brown KL006

Gloss Dark Brown KL007

Vulcan Black SEN014

Amazon Green SEN011

Gloss O�-White KL011

Grey KL012

Black BL

Dark Grey KL013

sensations
An exclusive range of metallic finishes that combine with 

a unique tactile finish, bringing style and durability to any 

building project.  Ideal for both modern architecture and 

restoration projects ‘sensations’ broad pallet of colours and 

pleasing feel o�er a unique finish to windows and doors.

The ‘sensations’ colours feature excellent design qualities

■  Highly resistant to corrosion

■  Durable scratch resistant finish

naturals
Beautiful colour-rich coatings in a variety of  shades, the ‘naturals’ 

range o�ers style and protection for all your windows and doors. 

Obsidian Black SEN013

Olive Green SEN018

Platinum Grey SEN016 Desert Grey SEN025

CREA TIVE, INNOVA TIVE & PRO TECT IVE  Introducing an 

inspiring range of highly versatile protective colour coatings 

for our innovative aluminium windows and doors, including 

beautifully subtle metalics, anodised finishes and contemporary 

colour-rich shades. Specifically developed to provide the creative

 choice, flexibility and excellence required by the most demanding 

projects, from contemporary new builds to period homes

and restoration. 

Frost White SEN022 Sky Blue SEN009Ocean Blue SEN007

Mars Red SEN005

Basque Red SEN006

Sand SEN003

Silver Grey SEN017 Diamond Grey SEN026

Sienna Brown SEN004

Chesnut Brown SEN0024

Cocoa Brown SEN021

Caramel SEN031

Steel Blue SEN028Dune SEN002

For technical reasons associated with print colour reproduction, the colours 
shown only give an indication of tone and shade. The textured, gloss and anodised 
paint e�ect printed finishes only give an impression of the final painted product 
and actual e�ects will di�er.
Colour references shown in the charts are for internal use only and are not 
suitable for colour matching with product supplied elsewhere.
We recommend that you obtain a painted colour sample on aluminium plate prior 
to ordering. Colour samples can be obtained through your supplier. 

Highly resistant to corrosion and featuring

a durable scratch resistant finish
Inspiring colours and finishes for contemporary

architecture and restoration projects
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